I create bespoke, non-religious humanist wedding
ceremonies for non-religious couples wanting a unique,
entirely personal experience.
I am one of the few full time Celebrants in the country
and have led 150+ weddings. There are 40+ pages of
testimonials on my site: www.yourthreedays.com
YouGov research shows 15 million people in Britain have
attended a humanist ceremony of some sort. They are
more popular than ever before.

Your Three Days
weddings:
a guide for fellow
professionals

Humanist weddings are currently legally binding in 7
countries (including Scotland) but not yet in England however, the relationship between a legal ceremony and
separate humanist wedding is not complicated.
A minimal Registrar ceremony can take around 5 minutes
(not including admin time). You do not have to have
elaborate vows or exchange rings. A humanist wedding,
by contrast, is often a life-changing experience.
Most sort ‘the paperwork’ separately and before their
humanist wedding but there are various options. Having
two ceremonies does not detract from the humanist
ceremony - usually the opposite is true.
These ceremonies can be many things: authentic,
thought-provoking, traditional or modern, moving and
amusing. They are not ‘alternative’, ‘New Age’ or pagan.
I have led ceremonies in the grandest of high-profile
venues to the wildest of natural locations – and
everywhere in between.

Hannah Wroe Gill
Humanist Celebrant

Humanist weddings can take place in licensed premises,
but don’t need a licence to happen, creating exciting new
possibilities for clients/venues alike.
You do not have to be a humanist to have a humanist
ceremony but it is important my clients feel well
represented - humanism.org.uk offers an excellent
introduction.

‘Where on earth do I begin? There are not
enough superlatives to describe how we feel
both about the ceremony you gave us and
yourself as a person.’
Liz and Steve

A bespoke ceremony for a unique occasion.

07790 458 622
01484 840 757
hannah@yourthreedays.com
www.yourthreedays.com

‘We can't thank you enough. You're
brilliant - the ceremony was everything
we could have wished for. So many people
told us it was the best wedding ceremony
they had ever been a part of: the perfect
mix of love, sincerity and humour. It was
magical.’

Jo and Sam

No matter how beautiful the flowers, how delicious the
food or how stunning the venue, ultimately what
makes any wedding the best it can be is emotion.
Capturing, harnessing and celebrating emotion is my
stock in trade.
When a decision is made to make a bespoke ceremony
the heart and soul of a wedding day, an extraordinary
experience becomes possible: an experience that
inspires all involved in a genuine, powerful and
long-lasting way. It takes a little time, care and effort,
but the return on that investment often far exceeds
people’s expectations. There is simply nothing else like
a Your Three Days wedding ceremony. They can make
all the difference in the world.
‘From the very beginning your enthusiasm
and passion was so exciting and
inspiring. The ceremony you wrote and
the way you delivered it was

PERFECT.

EVERYONE was talking about it/you for
days! It was everything we hoped for and
more.’

Anna and Ben

I work closely with a wide variety of non-religious
couples, of all ages, personalities and backgrounds, to
create a bespoke ceremony that is entirely theirs.
Some are just starting out, some already have families,
some have been together most of their lives. These
ceremonies capture their voices, their style and their
love, exactly. It is everything a wedding should be, but
unlike any other ceremony there has ever been.

‘Our heads are still spinning with the
wonderfulness of it all: the best day of our
lives. You were a massive part of that! The
ceremony was overwhelmingly beautiful,
barely a dry eye. No amount of thanks is
enough. You are so, so good at what you
do.’
Caro and Karen

‘The highlight of the whole wedding was
the ceremony - it was absolutely amazing.
Your delivery was brilliant. We
deliberated pretty much every decision
about our wedding and looked at
countless options for most things. You were
absolutely the best choice we made.’
Ayesha and Richard

More and more venue owners, wedding co-ordinators
and photographers are realising the ability these
ceremonies have to complement, add to and develop
all they have to offer. An outstanding Your Three Days
ceremony can enhance the entire day – and everyone
benefits from that.

Sometimes people think Humanist ceremonies are
‘new’, yet Humanism is as old as philosophy. They may
be familiar with possible elements, like hand-fasting,
but that’s only one of a myriad of options. They may
not have even heard of a Humanist ceremony before,
but once they understand all it can be, they cannot
imagine anything better.
‘We are so glad we found you and made
the decision to prioritise the ceremony. It
set the tone for a wonderful day to follow
(not to mention the way we want to live
our lives together). Thank you so much for
all your time, wisdom and direction
throughout the process. It has been a real
pleasure to take this journey with you.’
Jess and James

‘Without you, this day was not possible: so
perfect to everything our family needed we
were able to witness, enjoy and remember
every second. Thank you from the bottom
of 4 very, very happy hearts.’
Jules and Ric

While so many aspects of a wedding day have already
been exploited to the max, these remarkable
ceremonies remain a rich source of untapped potential.
If you’d like to know more, all you need to do is get in
touch. I will be delighted to hear from you.
Hannah
‘We will never forget you and what you
did for us. I hope that you can fully
understand how much you made our
wedding and lives come to life.’
Jo and David

